Sustainable finance & ESG

The list below reflects key functionality for an area of interest on the Bloomberg Terminal®. Press the <Menu> key on the Bloomberg keyboard from any function to browse related tools. Press the <Help> key once from a function to learn more about what it does and how to use it.

**Company and Peer ESG Analysis**
- ESG KPIs Overview
- Company Reported ESG Analysis
- CSR, Proxy Statements, and Other Company Filings
- Supply Chain Analysis
- Company Asset Map with Environmental Risk
- ESG Peer Group Analysis
- ESG Watchlist Analytics
- Equity Screening & Exclusion Lists

**Portfolio Analysis and Internal Content**
- Portfolio Characteristic Analysis
- Portfolio ESG Factor Optimization
- Custom ESG Scores and Metrics
- Internal ESG Research

**ESG Research**
- Bloomberg Intelligence
- BloombergNEF
- ESG Research Portal

**Corporate Governance Analysis**
- Management Profile
- Executive Pay Index
- People Profiles
- Ownership Summary and Trading Activity
- Corporate Litigation

**Green, Social and Sustainable Debt Analysis**
- Corporate Bond Search
- Bond League Tables
- Loan League Tables
- Municipal Bond Search

**ESG News**
- Daily ESG Highlights
- Good Business Newsletter
- Green Bonds Weekly Wrap
- All ESG-related News
- Sustainable Finance, Investing
- Sustainability Bonds
- Green Financing

**Take the next step.**
For additional information, press the <HELP> key twice on the Bloomberg Terminal®.
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